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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the Vlasov]Poisson]Fokker]Planck system
f q ¨ ? = f q E ? = f s b = ? ¨f q n D f x g R3 , t ) 0 , 1.1 .  .  .t x ¨ ¨ ¨
E s = u , Du s r , 1.2 .x
r s f d¨ y n x . 1.3 .  .H
3R
 .Here b and n are positive constants, and n x is a given nonnegative
 .function which describes the background density e.g., of ions . The func-
 . 3tion f t, x, ¨ is the phase space density of the electrons, and x, ¨ g R , t
 .G 0. The two terms on the right-hand side of the first equation in 1.1
may be interpreted as inducing a Brownian motion in velocity space on the
plasma, which is an idealized model of the effect of collisions with a
background density. A more complete discussion of the parameters b and
w xn may be found in 4 .
Existence in the large for arbitrary data has been established by Bouchut
w x w xin 1 , and the global asymptotic behavior is obtained in 2 . Moreover, in
w x2 a detailed discussion of the steady states which arise may be found, and
explicit conditions for the existence of nontrivial steady states are given.
We will compare our present results to these below, thus showing our
results to be sharp. Simulation using random particle methods is consid-
w xered in 24 . Several earlier papers on the study of the global existence
w xproblem are included in the references 6, 8]12, 14, 15, 19, 20, 22]24 .
Asymptotics for solutions to Vlasov]Boltzmann equations may be found in
w x7 .
w xIn this article we consider steady state solutions. In 9, 10 Dressler
considers steady state solutions of the Vlasov]Poisson]Fokker]Planck
model with prescribed mass:
f d¨ dx s given constant.HH
w xIn order to obtain such solutions, it is assumed in 2, 9, 10 that the plasma
is in the presence of a background potential with certain properties which
``prevents it from running out to infinity.'' We are interested in determin-
ing the minimal assumptions on such a background potential. In Section 2
of this paper, it is shown that without the imposition of such a background
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potential, the steady state equation may fail to have a nontrivial solution.
In particular, if n is integrable or decays too rapidly at infinity, e.g.,
3
< < < <n G 0, n s n x , n x F , 1.4 .  .  .2< <1 q x .
we show that only the trivial solution is possible. Our condition for
nonexistence exactly matches the existence criteria of Bouchut and Dol-
beault, and thus provides a necessary and sufficient condition for exis-
tence. In Section 3 we seek steady solutions with given background
< <densities which tend to a nonzero homogeneous state as x ª `, and
hence do not have finite mass. It is shown by elementary means that this
 .leads to a well-posed problem existence and uniqueness . Furthermore,
this formulation has a close connection to the concept of the Debye sphere
w x18 .
Such nonlinear elliptic equations arise naturally in the applications. The
w xtwo-dimensional case on a bounded domain is extensively studied in 3 ,
w xwhile the three-dimensional case is studied on a bounded domain in 5 .
w xKeller 13 formulated such an equation for the equilibrium of a charged
gas in a container. There is also great interest in such equations in
w xgeometry 17, 21 . We will compare our nonexistence result to that of
w xUsami 21 which, to the authors' knowledge, is the most recent and
general result. Our basic equation can be written in the form that Usami
uses, but we do not require the imposition of a radial lower bound on the
w xmain coefficient as is done in 21 .
2. THE CASE OF DECAYING BACKGROUND DENSITIES
In this section we consider the steady state Vlasov]Poisson]Fokker]
Planck problem with a given background density which decays at infinity.
We take b s n s 1 and write the equation as
f q ¨ ? = f q E ? = f s = ? ¨f q D f x g R3 , t ) 0 . 2.1 .  .  .t x ¨ ¨ ¨
Here for the charge density we have
r t , x s f d¨ y n x , 2.2 .  .  .H
3R
 .where n x is a given function, and E ' = u where D u s r. The systemx x
need not be neutral; that is, the average value of r need not vanish.
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w xFrom the results of 2, 9, 10 , we know that steady state solutions are
 .  .  .found by putting f s a x ? m ¨ , where a x is to be found and
1 1 2< <m ¨ s exp y ¨ . 2.3 .  .3r2  /22p .
 .Substituting this into 2.1 , we see that the right-hand side vanishes and the
 .left-hand side gives us the following equation for the function a x :
¨ ? = a m y aE ? ¨m s 0. .x
This will be satisfied if and only if
= a s aE. 2.4 .x
 .Equation 2.4 is the equation we will study in this section. Since f is a
 .  .density, we must have a x G 0. On the set where a x ) 0 we could then
 .  .write a s exp w and recast 2.4 in the form = ara s E, or = ln a s E,x x
or = w s E. Since = ? E s r we obtain the equationx x
Dw s = ? E s r s a x m ¨ d¨ y n x s a x y n x . 2.5 .  .  .  .  .  .Hx
Hence there results the nonlinear elliptic equation
Dw s exp w y n x . 2.6 .  .  .
 . < <If n x converges to a positive constant as x ª `, the potential
< <function U defined by DU s yn will also tend to infinity as x ª `. Thus
this U would be a candidate for use in Dressler's theorems as a back-
  .ground potential. If however this kind of condition is dropped e.g., if n x
.were integrable we will show in the next theorem that, at least under
moderate regularity assumptions, the only such steady state possible is the
trivial one.
We introduce a potential u defined by0
Du s n x 2.7 .  .0
and set
r s exp yu 2.8 .  .0 0
w xas in Bouchut 2 .
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We impose the following assumptions:
I. Regularity Assumptions. There exist p ) 3, e ) 0, q ) 3r2 such that0
 .  .  .  . p  3.  . p  3.1 n x G 0, a x G 0, n x g L R , a x g L R .loc loc
 . q .32 sup H a y dy - `.x g R < yyx < F e 0
 . 1 3.  .II. Physical Assumptions. 1 a g L R finite mass
 . 1 3.  .   ..32 n g L R , or is such that H r x exp h x dx s ` for anyR 0
harmonic function h on R3.
Our main result is this:
 .THEOREM 2.1. Under the Assumptions I and II, the only solution of 2.4
is a ' 0.
 . p  3. 2, p 3.Proof. By 2.2 we have Du s a y n g L R so that u g W Rloc loc
and hence
= u g W 1, p R3 : C 0, g R3 l L` R3 , .  .  .x loc loc
 .where g s 1 y 3rp ) 0 since p ) 3. From 2.4 , = a s aE s a= u gx x
p  3.L R and it follows thatloc
a g W 1, p R3 : C 0, g R3 . .  .loc
0, g  3. 1, g  3.Thus a= u g C R and therefore a g C R .x
Next we claim that a ' 0 if a s 0 at any point p g R3. Indeed,0
 . 3 3suppose that a p s 0 at some p g R . Let n be any unit vector in R .0 0
 .We obtain from 2.4
da du
s a .
dn dn
Hence for all t g R
t
a p q t n s a p exp n ? =u p q sn ds . .  .  .H0 0 0 /0
 . 3Hence we conclude that a p s 0 for all p g R .
 . 3  .  .Now suppose that a p ) 0 for all p g R . From 2.5 and 2.7 we
have
Dw s a y n x s a y Du . 0
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or
D w q u s a x . 2.9 .  .  .0
Using the fundamental solution, we have
1 a y .
w q u x s y dy q h x .  .  .H0
3 < <4p x y yR
 .for some harmonic function h. Using the Regularity Assumption I 2 , we
can estimate the convolution as
a y a y 1 .  .
dy F dy q a y dy .H H H
3 < < < <x y y x y y e< < < <R xyy Fe xyy Ge00 0
1rqX 1rq1
q
XF dy a y dy .H Hq  / /< <x y y< < < <xyy Fe xyy Fe0 0
1
1 35 5q a ,L R .
e0
F c
where q ) 3r2 and 1rqX q 1rq s 1. Hence
w x G yu x y c q h x .  .  .0
so that
exp w x G exp yu x y c exp h s exp yc r x exp h x . .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .0 0
Thus
a x dx s ` .H
3R
which contradicts the finite mass assumption.
 .Finally, we verify the divergence of the integral in Assumption II 2
1 3.when n g L R . We can take
1 n y .
u x s y dy F 0. . H0
3 < <4p x y yR
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 .   ..Thus in this case r x s exp yu x G 1 so that0 0
r x exp h x dx G exp h x dx s `. .  .  . .  .H H0
3 3R R
The divergence of the last integral here follows from Jensen's inequality
and the Mean Value Theorem applied to the harmonic function h:
` 1
h 2exp h x dx s e dS ? 4p r dr . .H H H x2 /3 4p r < <R 0 x sr
` 1
2G exp h dS ? 4p r drH H x2 /4p r < <0 x sr
`
2s exp h 0 ? 4p r dr . .H
0
s `.
The proof is now complete.
Remark 1. The assumption that n is integrable is perfectly natural
since n is a background probability density of ions. Therefore in this case
no finite amount of positive charge can sustain any distribution of nega-
tively charged electrons.
Remark 2. Let us compare the nonexistence result just obtained with
w x  .the existence results of Bouchut and Dolbeault from 2 . From 2.9 we
have
D w q u s ew . .0
Set ¨ s yw y u ; then we have0
yD¨ s ew s ey¨yu 0 s r ey¨ , 2.10 .0
 .where again r s exp yu . Except for the lack of a normalization factor,0 0
w xthis is the equation for which existence is discussed in 2 under the
1 3.condition that 0 - r g L R and the boundary condition that ¨ vanish0
< <as x ª `. Our condition for nonexistence is
r x exp h x dx s ` .  . .H 0
3R
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for any harmonic function h on R3. By definition, Du s n and h is0
harmonic. Thus any harmonic function h which makes
r x exp h x dx - ` .  . .H 0
3R
 .can be absorbed into r because D u q h s n. Thus we see that we have0 0
a sharp condition for nonexistence which exactly meshes with the existence
w xcondition in 2 .
Remark 3. We see from the theorem that the condition of integrability
of n gives only the trivial solution. Thus we ask: What is the ``cut-off''
behavior of n at infinity which just satisfies our nonexistence condition? In
w xanswering this we will also compare our result to that of Usami 21 .
< <Assume that n depends on x s r alone, n G 0, and that
c
n r F for some constant c ) 0 and for all r G 0. . 2r q 1 .
Then we write the radial form of the equation for u :0
1 d du c02Du s r s n r F . .0 2 2 /dr drr r q 1 .
Thus
d du cr 202r F F c.2 /dr dr r q 1 .
w xTaking r G 1 and integrating over 1, r twice, we find
r1
X y1u r F u 1 q u 1 1 y q c s ds .  .  . H0 0 0  /r 1
F u 1 q uX 1 q c ln r .  .0 0
' k q ln r c .
Thus we have
r s exp yu G eyk ryc 2.11 .  .0 0
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so that
r x exp h x dx s exp yu x exp h x dx .  .  .  . .  . .H H0 0
3 3R R
G eyk rycexp h dx .H
rG1
` 1
yk h 2 ycs e e dS ? 4p r ? r drH H x2 /4p r < <1 x sr
` 1
yk 2 ycG e exp h dS ? 4p r ? r drH H x2 /4p r < <1 x sr
`
yk 2ycs e exp h 0 ? 4p r dr . . .H
1
This integral diverges if c F 3. Thus if and only if
3
n r F for all r G 0, 2.12 .  .2r q 1 .
 .the only global solution is the tri¨ ial one. In terms of r x , we find from0
 .2.11 that the cut-off condition is
< < 3lim inf x r x ) 0. 2.13 .  .0
< <x ª`
w xIn 21 Usami considers the differential inequality
Du G p x f u . .  .
Here f is convex and satisfies a certain growth condition at infinity;
 . uf u s e is an allowable nonlinearity. An appropriate radial lower bound
 . is assumed on the coefficient p x , and the nonexistence of entire i.e.,
2 3. .C R solutions is established. We may write our equation in this form:
 .in 2.10 we put V s y¨ and obtain
DV s r exp V . .0
wA prototypical case of Usami's condition for nonexistence is 21, Corollary
x2.1
< < 2lim inf x p x ) 0. 2.14 .  .
< <x ª`
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w xThis condition is also sharp 16 . The difference between the two condi-
 .  .tions 2.13 and 2.14 is that an entire solution V may have infinite mass.
That is, ignoring regularity assumptions, we see that Usami's nonexistence
results hold in a larger class of functions than ours, and therefore stronger
assumptions are required.
3. THE CASE OF ASYMPTOTICALLY CONSTANT
BACKGROUND DENSITIES
3 < <  .Let h: R ª R be given with h ª 0 as x ª `. From 2.6 we are led to
study the problem
Du q exp yu s 1 q h on R3 .
< <u ª 0 as x ª `. 3.1 .
An explicit assumption on the rate of decay of h will be made below.
 .For A ) 1 to be chosen later we define g : R ª R by
g ¨ s exp y¨ q A2 ¨ y 1 3.2 .  .  .
and an operator L as the solution to the problem
D y A2 L u s h y g u on R3 .  .
< <L u ª 0 as x ª `. 3.3 .
 .  .Preliminary Obser¨ ations. 1 If L u s u then u is a solution of 3.1 .
 .2 From elementary considerations we have explicitly
y1< < < <L u s y 4p x exp yA x * h y g u . 3.4 .  .  .  . .
 . X .  . 2 23 g ¨ s yexp y¨ q A ) 0 if ¨ ) yln A . When we define
 2 . y1 w . w 2 .g s g yln A then g : g , ` ª yln A , ` .min min
 . 2  .  .4 If yln A F U F W then g U F g W . Furthermore, if U, W
< <ª 0 as x ª `, then
y1< < < <L U s 4p x exp yA x ) g U y h .  .  . .
y1< < < <F 4p x exp yA x ) g W y h .  .  . .
s L W . 3.5 .
Thus L is monotone.
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 .5 Suppose we can find U, W with
yln A2 F U F W
and
U F L U, L W F W .
Then we will have
U F L U F ??? F L nU F L nW F ??? F L W F W
for all positive integers n. It follows that L nU is pointwise convergent to
some function U. IF we further assume that both U, W decay to zero at
infinity, then since U F U F W, use of the dominated convergence theo-
rem gives us
y1nq1 n< < < <U¤ L U s y 4p x exp yA x ) h y g L U .  .  . .
y1< < < <ª y 4p x exp yA x ) h y g U .  .  . .
s L U. 3.6 .
 .It follows that U s L U so that U is a solution of 3.1 .
In what follows we construct a supersolution and a subsolution using the
next two lemmas and this decay assumption for h:
Assumption. There exists a positive constant C such that
< < y1r2h F Cs , 3.7 .
where we denote
2’< <r ' x and s s 1 q r .
3 12 y4 y4 y2 .LEMMA 3.1. Let a x s r s y s y s . Then4 2
 .  2 . y1r2 .  2  .. y1r21 D y A s s y A y a x s
3 1 y2 .  .2 y F a x F y s2 4
12 2 y2 .  .3 A y a x G A q s .4
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Proof. By direct computation we have for any B
­ ­s
2 yB y1 yBy1 2 yBD y A s s q 2 r yBs y A s .  .  /  /­ r ­ r
2 2­s ­ s
yBy2 yBy1s B B q 1 s y Bs . 2 /­ r ­ r
­s
y1 yBy1 2 yBy 2 Br s y A s
­ r
2r
yBy2 yBy1 y3s B B q 1 s y Bs s .  /s
r
y1 yBy1 2 yBy 2 Br s y A s
s
yB 2 y4 y4 y2 2s s B B q 1 r s y Bs y 2 Bs y A . 3.8 .  .
1Now we take B s and define2
1 1 1
2 y4 y4 y2a x s q 1 r s y s y s . 3.9 .  . /2 2 2
 .Then from 3.8 we have
D y A2 sy1r2 s y A2 y a x sy1r2 . .  .  . .
Finally, since r F s we get the bound
3 1 1
y2 y4 y2 y2a x F s y s y s - y s . .
4 2 4
This completes the proof.
LEMMA 3.2. For any positi¨ e constants C and D such that D G
 54max C ln 4, 64C there holds
1
50 F 1 y exp yDy y Cy q Dy for all y G 0. .
4
 54Proof. Assume that D G max C ln 4, 64C and consider the function
f y s 1 y exp yDy y Cy. .  .
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We note that
1 D 1
f s 1 y exp y y /  /2C 2C 2
1 2 ln 2 C .
G y exp y /2 2C
1
s y exp yln 2 .
2
s 0.
 . Y .However, f 0 s 0 and f y F 0 for all y G 0. Hence for 0 F y F 1r2C
1
51 y exp yDy y Cy q Dy G f y G 0. .  .
4
Next we consider
1
5h y s yCy q Dy , .
4
or
1 4C
4h y s Dy y y . .  /4 D
Clearly
5 4C
X 4h y s D y y . .  /4 5D
 . X .We claim that h 1r2C G 0 and h 1r2C G 0. Indeed, we have
44C 1 4C
4y y s y /  /D 2C Dys1r2C
41 4C
G y 5 /2C 64C
41 4
y4s y C /2 64
s 0.
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 .Hence h 1r2C G 0. Similarly
44C 1 4C
4y y s y /  /5D 2C 5Dys1r2C
41 4C
G y /2C D
G 0.
Y .  4Now h y G 0 for all y G 0, so in the set y G 1r2C we have
1
51 y exp yDy y Cy q Dy G h y G 0 .  .
4
and this completes the proof of the lemma.
Now we are in position to define the subsolution
U s gy1 h y Dsy1r2 A2 y a x 3.10 .  . .
and the supersolution
W s gy1 h q Dsy1r2 A2 y a x , 3.11 .  . .
where D ) 0 will be chosen later. In order to ensure that these expres-
sions are well-defined, we impose
Requirement 1.
3
2 2 2h y D A q G g s yA ln A y 1 y 1. 3.12 .  .min /2
 .  .Then we can estimate the arguments in 3.10 and 3.11 as
h " D A2 y a x sy1r2 G h y Dsy1r2 A2 y a x .  . .  .
3
2 y1r2 y1r2G h y DA s y Ds
2
3
y1r2 2s h y Ds A q /2
3
2G h y D A q . /2
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Thus the arguments of gy1 above are well-defined. Furthermore, we note
y1  .  .that g is increasing, so that U F W. The definitions 3.10 and 3.11
were made so that
h y g U s Dsy1r2 A2 y a x 3.13 .  .  . .
and hence by Lemma 3.1
L U s yDsy1r2 . 3.14 .
Similarly
L W s Dsy1r2 . 3.15 .
To begin the monotonicity scheme we wish to have U F L U. Thus we
impose
Requirement 2.
ln A2 G D.
Then we have directly
L U s yDsy1r2 G yD G yln A2
 .so that L U and U are in the range where g is increasing. Thus U F L U
is equivalent to
g U F g L U .  .
 .  .which by 3.10 and 3.14 is the condition
h y Dsy1r2 A2 y a x F g yDsy1r2 . 3.16 .  .  . .
  ..By Lemma 3.1 and the decay assumption for h Eq. 3.7 we have
1
y1r2 2 y1r2 y1r2 2 y2h y Ds A y a x F Cs y Ds A q s . 3.17 .  . .  /4
Y .  .Now since g x s exp yx ) 0 we have for all x
g x G xgX 0 s A2 y 1 x , .  .  .
and hence
A2 y 1 yDsy1r2 F g yDsy1r2 . .  .  .
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 .Thus a condition which implies 3.16 is
1
y1r2 y1r2 2 y2 2 y1r2Cs y Ds A q s F A y 1 yDs . 3.18 .  .  . /4
Now if we impose
Requirement 3.
C F D.
Then
1
y2C y D ? s F D
4
 .  .and 3.18 follows. Therefore 3.16 follows and hence U F L U.
 .  .We also want L W F W, or by 3.11 and 3.15
g Dsy1r2 s g L W F g W s h q Dsy1r2 A2 y a x . 3.19 .  .  .  .  . .
 .Again by Lemma 3.1 and 3.7
1
y1r2 y1r2 2 y2 y1r2 2yCs q Ds A q s F h q Ds A y a x , . . /4
 .so a condition which implies 3.19 is
1
y1r2 y1r2 y1r2 2 y2g Ds F yCs q Ds A q s . .  /4
Now since
g x s exp yx q A2 x y 1 .  .
this this the same as
1
y1r2 y1r2 y5r2exp yDs y 1 F yCs q Ds . 3.20 .  .
4
Finally we impose
Requirement 4.
 54D G max C ln 4, 64C .
y1r2  .Then applying Lemma 3.2 with y s s we see that 3.20 follows, as
does L W F W. It remains only to choose D and A. We take
 54D s max C ln 4, 64C .
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Then Requirements 3 and 4 hold. Now that D is fixed, Requirements 1
and 2 hold for A sufficiently large.
We have now proved the existence assertion of our main result:
 .THEOREM. Let h satisfy the decay assumption 3.7 . Then the problem
Du q exp yu s 1 q h on R3 .
< <u ª 0 as x ª ` 3.21 .
possesses a unique solution on all of R3.
It remains only to establish uniqueness. For this purpose suppose that U
 .and Z are two solutions of 3.21 . Then
D U y Z s yexp yU q exp yZ on R3 .  .  .
< <U y Z ª 0 as x ª `. 3.22 .
 .If U y Z has a positive value, it attains a positive maximum say at x .0
Then we have
0 G D U y Z s yexp yU q exp yZ .  .  . . xx 00
and hence
exp yU x G exp yZ x , so that U x F Z x . .  .  .  . .  .0 0 0 0
This is a contradiction. Similarly, if U y Z has a negative value, it attains a
 .negative minimum say at x . Then we have1
0 F D U y Z s yexp yU q exp yZ .  .  . . xx 11
so that
exp yU x F exp yZ x , or U x G Z x .  .  .  . .  .1 1 1 1
which is also a contradiction. Therefore U y Z s 0 and the proof of
uniqueness, as well as that of the theorem, is complete.
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